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QUESTION 1

SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You need to create a calendar for USMF that uses factory shifts of 06:00 to 14:00 from Monday to Friday. 

To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal. You must complete Task 1 before completing this task. Task 1 is
the creation of the working time template. 

Correct Answer: 

We need to configure a calendar to use the working time template we configured in the previous question. 

1. 

On the home page, select Resource lifecycle management. 

2. 

Select Calendars. 

3. 

Select New. 

4. 

In the Calendar field, classify your calendar. This is the ID of the calendar, which is used as a reference when assigning
calendars, such as to an operations resource or a resource group. 

5. 

In the Name field, name your calendar. 

6. 

In the Standard work day in hours field, enter a number. 

7. 

Make sure the row is selected, then select Working times from the Action Pane. 

8. 

Select Compose working times. Generate working hours for each day in the period where you want to be able to
schedule work. As time goes by, you can generate working times for additional periods. 

9. 

In the From date field, enter a date. This is the first day that this calendar must be open. 

10.In the To date field, enter a date. This is the last day that this calendar is open. 
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11.In the Working time template field, enter or select a value. The working time template defines the working hours for
each day of the week. 

12.Select OK. 

13.Close the page. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/create-working-time-templates
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/human-resources/hr-personnel-create-working-time-calendar 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You need to implement the scheduled Kanban requirements. 

Which rules should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate rules to the correct requirements. Each rule may be used,
more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Box 1: Add a Kanban calculation policy 

You can add a kanban quantity calculation policy to a kanban rule. 

Create a kanban quantity calculation policy and adding it to a kanban rule to optimize the kanban size and quantities. 

Capacity load 

The capacity load of a kanban job is calculated when a kanban process job is created. The calculation depends on the
capacity model that is used in the production flow model that is assigned to the work cell of the process job. 

Throughput 

The capacity load is calculated as follows: 

Capacity load = Job quantity Throughput ratio 

Box 2: Alert boundary maximum 

Note: You must implement a scheduled Kanban rule that meets the following requirements: 

Prevent overloading a work cell for scheduled Kanbans. 

Visualize excess inventory in a supermarket. 

Store products in supermarkets before they are consumed or shipped. 

Incorrect: 

* Maximum planned jobs - This field is disabled for fixed quantity kanban 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-nz/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/tasks/add-kanban-quantity-
calculation-policy-kanban-rule https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-
control/tasks/create-fixed-quantity-kanban-rule-manufacturing 
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QUESTION 3

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management and configures the system to support process
manufacturing. 

The company manufactures pain-relieving lotions. Several of the primary ingredients are delivered at different
concentrations depending on the ingredient and vendor. IngredientA is the primary active ingredient in the lotion.
IngredientB is 

used as a compensating ingredient. 

You need to ensure that the system is set up to support the manufacturing process. 

Solution: Configure the catch weight of IngridientA to allow for the variances of the concentrations received from the
different vendors. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/batch-balancing 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses cost groups to track calculated costs of items preassembled by vendors. 

The company needs to analyze service costs for each vendor\\'s preassembled items. 

You need to assign the cost group type to the preassembled items. 

Which costs should you assign? 

A. Direct material 

B. Indirect 

C. Direct manufacturing 

D. Direct outsourcing 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/cost-groups 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company makes lubricants and greases used in the automotive industry. The company plans to implement Dynamics
365 for Finance and Operations. The system must meet the following requirements: 

Schedule the batch production of products. 

Plan for inventory fluctuations of ingredients that are used across different products. 

Schedule delivery of amounts of proprietary compounds used during production from vendors to keep production runs
on schedule and eliminating excess stock on hand or delayed production. 

The company is starting the initial setup of their Dynamics 365 environment. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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